REAP Executive Committee Meeting Agenda
Wichita Workforce Center
Zoom Conference Call Meeting
June 11, 2020 ~ 11:30 am
1.

Welcome and Introductions: Mayor Tom Brown, Chair

2.

Approval of Minutes from Executive Committee Meeting from May 14, 2020: Mayor Tom
Brown, Chair (pp. 2-6)
Recommended Action: Approve the Minutes from the May 14, 2020, Executive
Committee meeting.

3.

Cooperative Purchasing/Incorporating REAP: Laura Rainwater (pp. 7-12)
Recommended Action: Approve the expense, not to exceed $6,000, to incorporate
REAP as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit.

4.

Covid-19 Response Updates:
A.
Federal
B.
State
C.
County
D.
City
E.
Workforce and Employment (pp. 13-14)
Recommended Action: Receive and file

5.

REAP Appointment to the Wichita Airport Advisory Board: Laura Rainwater (pg. 15)
Recommended Action: Appoint REAP member to represent REAP on the Wichita
Airport Advisory Board

6.

Other Business:
A.
Regional Convenings
B.
Community Updates
Recommended Action: Receive and file.

7.

Adjourn (1:00)
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REAP Executive Committee
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Item #2
REAP Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
Zoom Meeting
Wichita Workforce Center
May 14, 2020 ~ 11:30 a.m.

1.

Welcome and Introductions: Mayor Tom Brown, Chair
REAP Chair, Mayor Brown called the meeting to order at 11:35 a.m.

2.

Approval of Minutes
Approval of Minutes from Executive Committee Meeting from April 16, 2020.
ACTION TAKEN: Mayor Terry Somers (Mount Hope) moved to APPROVE the minutes from April
16, 2020 Executive Committee meeting. Seconded by Vice Mayor Cindy Claycomb (Wichita).
Motion carried 13-0.

3.

Covid-19 Response Updates
A.
Federal: Mike Zamrzla, Deputy State Director, Office of Senator Jerry Moran
 Legislation introduced to create a private-public partnership to reserve jobs in
aviation manufacturing
 Help prevent further layoffs and furloughs
 Federal government would provide up to 50 percent of total compensation for
at-risk employee groups so long as a company commits to continuing their
employment
 Employees remain on the job and fully compensated for their work
 Defense Community Infrastructure Program – Funds to support local
infrastructure projects, create new business partnerships and support military
families and veterans
 Department’s Economic Development Administration (EDA) is now accepting
applications from eligible grantees for the Phase III Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act supplemental funds (EDA CARES Act Recovery
Assistance) intended to help communities prevent, prepare for and respond to
coronavirus
 PPE needs – 100,000 surgical masks delivered to Kansas from Taiwan
B.
State: Senator Carolyn McGinn
 Need to provide services as safe as we can
 Continually monitor hospital bed availability
 Need to be prepared with stockpile of PPE
 Governor is creating a business taskforce with representatives from a crosssection of businesses
 $1.25 billion in CARES distribution to cities and counties, not including Johnson
County and Sedgwick County
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C.

D.

Ike Transportation Plan projects announcement made today – 40 highway
modernization and expansion projects, including North Junction and K-96,
Greenwich to Hillside
Sedgwick County: Chairman Pete Meitzner, Sedgwick County Commission
 $99 million received on April 23, 2020
 Support necessary COVID-19 related expenses
 Purchases made from 3/1/2020 through 12/31/2020
 Federal Stimulus Review Team created
o (Chair) Finance Deputy CFO – Brent Shelton
o Finance Accounting Director – Hope Hernandez
o City of Wichita Treasurer – Mark Manning
o City of Derby Deputy City Manager (class 2/3 Cities) – Kiel Mangus
o CPA – Jane McHugh (retired)
o President/CEO Millers Inc. – Melody McCray-Miller
o WSU Interim Director, Hugo Wall School – Dr. Melissa Walker
o Staff:
o Finance: CFO Lindsay Poe Rousseau, Internal Financial Auditors Shannon
Kingsley and Cassondra Roland, Revenue Manager Mandy Estes, and
others as needed
o Assistant County Counselor - Kevin Stamper
 Requests will be approved by the Board of County Commissioners
 County’s guidelines /best practices for business re-openings. The direct link to
the document is https://www.sedgwickcounty.org/media/57158/schnerecoveryplan.pdf
Eisenhower National Airport: Valerie Wise, Air Services & Business Development
Manager
 About 14 daily flights (down from 35)
 Airlines maintaining minimal service
 Lost non-stop service to Minneapolis, Las Vegas and Phoenix
 Leisure destinations taking biggest hit
 96% less travel
 100 passengers per day
 Airlines using short-term schedules
 CARES Act requires airlines to offer minimum amount of service through Sept. 30
 Need to know what positive business developments and economic growth is
happening across the region
 $11.5 million from Cares Act – Carries us through end of 2020
 Must maintain 90% of staffing and tenants
 Furloughed part-time staff
 Consumer confidence is key
 Messaging/media – It is safe to travel
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E.

4.

Item #2

Economic & Employment Forecast: Jeremy Hill, Center for Economic Development &
Business Research
 Employment – Could decline by 35% - heavy because of manufacturing
 107,000 jobs lost
 Demand has changed – more people (furloughed) will possibly be laid off this
summer
 By year end
o 10.8% decline in economy
o 44,500 jobs lost
o Residential building permits will be low
o Tax on retail down 27.6% for MSA
 This crisis is providing much opportunity for creativity and innovation in the
workplace which will benefit the region in the long term
 Unemployment: For the week of May 2, 2020: 16,416 new unemployment
insurance claims were received and there were 117,555 ongoing claims; 92,171
individuals received payments, averaging $351.39 in state benefits. Additionally,
approximately $70 million of Federal Pandemic Unemployment Payments have
been issued in the last three weeks.

Cooperative Purchasing: Laura Rainwater
Responses to three-question survey sent to city managers/administrators regarding cooperative
purchasing were summarized
 Question #1: Of the 15 responses received, 10 members said they would purchase from
Wichita dealership if the cost was below the state contracted price. Four members
would not purchase a Ford vehicle through a Wichita dealership due to the established
relationships with local dealers in their own communities. These dealerships are
valuable to their communities and the amount they invest in their communities
outweighs the cost of savings.
 Question #2: Five of the 15 respondents were self-insured. Six would consider a lower
cost health insurance plan if it saved their City/County, as well as their employees,
money. Three are satisfied with the relationship they have with their insurance provider
and are not interested in ending those established relationships. One city administer
needed more information before he could respond.
 Question #3: Five of the 15 respondents have used group purchasing organizations. A
few of those being used include Houston-based HGAC, OMNIA, and MARC/KCRPC.
Several have also made purchases under the State of Kansas contract.
Action Taken: Due the need for further discussion and input from more members, this agenda
item was deferred to June meeting of the Executive Committee.

5.

Other Reports
 Chip Westfall, Harvey County Commissioner – Update from Kansas Association of
Counties meeting
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o 70% of taxes due were already paid, as of early May
o Counties that are most in trouble are the counties that rely heavy on oil and gas
tax (about 40 counties)
o Rush to delay tax collection may be a moot point due to delinquencies pushed
back 12-18 months
o All tax issues on the Senate-side, have been combined into SB294 and take
action possibly in January
 Requirement of county clerks to send out one notification of public
hearing for all entities – includes every taxing unit within the county
 Removes tax lid
 Certification of budgets moved from August to September 20
 Taxes on properties can’t be increased solely for normal repair and
maintenance – needs to be clarified
 Recommending no deferment on property taxes payments due to
deferments on income tax payments
6.

Meeting adjourned at 1:06 p.m.

Attendees:
Mayor Tom Brown, Chair
Council Member Cindy Claycomb, Vice Chair
Council Member Tom Jones, Treasurer
Mayor Terry Somers
Mayor Rex Satterthwaite
Mayor Donna Clasen, Maize
Mayor Jade Piros de Carvalho
Mayor Gary Schmidt
Commissioner Chip Westfall
Council Member Troy Tabor
Kelly McElroy

Mike Zamrzla
Senator Carolyn McGinn
Chairman Pete Meitzner, Sedgwick County
Commissioner Rod Kreie, Newton
Anthony Swartzendruber, Harvey County
Jeremy Hill
John Waltner
Brett Letkowski, Transystems
Kurt Yowell, MKEC
Bruce Pinkall, Pratt
Andrew Wiens, Wichita Regional Chamber
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Kim McCormick
Ty Lasher
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John Waltner, Harvey County
Valerie Wise, Eisenhower Airport
Keith Lawing, Workforce Alliance & REAP
Laura Rainwater, REAP
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Pros and Cons of Becoming a Nonprofit
For the past 23 years, REAP has worked diligently on behalf of local governments in South Central
Kansas on issues of affordable airfares, workforce development, water supply, highway funding,
broadband expansion and transportation. Through collective action and cooperation it raises awareness
to state and national elected officials on the needs of the regional economy, speaking with a consistent
voice on key issues that cross traditional political boundaries. Given the many crucial issues facing REAP
and the people in the region, it is more important than ever that REAP remains in the public policy
debate.
Currently, REAP is organized by Inter-local Agreements with 26 city and county governments. Under the
new bylaws adopted February 13, 2020, “the government and policy-making responsibilities of REAP
shall be vested in the Executive Committee, which shall control property, be responsible for finances
and direct affairs.” This gives the Executive Committee the authority to make decisions, on behalf of
members, on how to structure the organization. Although REAP is not incorporated, it is structured
much like an IRS designated 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, but without strict reporting requirements.
In February 2020, REAP staff was contacted by a local Ford dealership about the possibility of forming a
partnership to offer REAP members fleet pricing on motor vehicles. However, Ford Motor Company
requires that REAP be incorporated. REAP staff introduced the idea of incorporating REAP as a nonprofit at the March 12, 2020 meeting of the executive committee. At that time, and at the next two
subsequent meetings of the executive committee, additional information was requested by the
members. On April 17, 2020, an email was sent to REAP Mayors and City/County staff seeking input on
whether cooperative purchasing services would be a benefit to their communities. The following
questions were asked:
1.
If offered, would you purchase fleet vehicles through a Wichita Ford dealership at a cost
that is below the cost you could purchase through the State of Kansas contract? If not, why?
2.
For those cities/counties who are not self-insured, would you consider purchasing
employee health insurance through a group health insurance package offered to REAP
members?
3.
Are you currently using a group purchasing organization (GPO) and if so, who are you
using and how are you managing the effectiveness of the agreement?
The following members responded: Augusta, Bel Aire, Cheney, Derby, Harvey County, Hesston,
Lindsborg, Maize, McPherson, Moundridge, Newton, Park City, Pratt, Valley Center and Wichita.
Question #1: Of the 15 responses received, 10 members said they would purchase from Wichita
dealership if the cost was below the state contracted price. Four members would not purchase a Ford
vehicle through a Wichita dealership due to the established relationships with local dealers in their own
communities. These dealerships are valuable to their communities and the amount they invest in their
communities outweighs the cost of savings.
Question #2: Five of the 15 respondents were self-insured. Six would consider a lower cost health
insurance plan if it saved their City/County, as well as their employees, money. Three are satisfied with
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the relationship they have with their insurance provider and are not interested in ending those
established relationships. One city administer needed more information before he could respond.
Question #3: Five of the 15 respondents have used group purchasing organizations. A few of those
being used include Houston-based HGAC, OMNIA, and MARC/KCRPC. Several have also made purchases
under the State of Kansas contract.
Not only do these potential benefits help current REAP members, it is also likely that other
municipalities and County governments, who are not current members, will see further benefit of REAP
membership and join us in our regional collaboration efforts.
So what are the advantages and disadvantages to take into consideration when incorporating as a nonprofit?

Advantages:
1.
Eligibility for public and private grants: Many foundations and government agencies limit their
grants to public charities. As a non-profit organization, REAP may be able to find additional sources of
revenue through grants or aid. Most recently, REAP could have qualified for grants made available
under the CARES Act.
2.
Formal structure: While REAP currently operates under a formal structure with newly adopted
bylaws, as a nonprofit REAP would exist as a legal entity in its own right and separately from its
members. Incorporation puts REAP’s mission and structure above the personal interests of individuals.
Additionally, REAP would hold a legal status and identity that transcends the members.
3.
Limited liability: Currently, REAP members have no liability. But if REAP were to incorporate
and enter into financial contracts or accept federal or state grants, there is the potential for liability of
debt and misuse of funds. As a 501(c)(3), under the law, creditors and courts are limited to the assets of
the nonprofit organization. The Executive Committee, members, and employees are not personally
liable for the nonprofit's debts. However, there are exceptions. A person cannot use the corporation to
shield illegal or irresponsible acts on his/her part. Also, the Executive Committee has a fiduciary
responsibility; if they do not perform their jobs in the nonprofit's best interests, and the nonprofit is
harmed, they can be held liable.

Disadvantages:
1.
Cost: Creating a nonprofit organization takes time, effort, and money. Fees are required to
apply for incorporation and tax exemption. The use of an attorney, accountant, or other consultant will
be necessary.
2.
Paperwork: As an exempt corporation, a nonprofit must keep detailed records and submit
annual filings to the state and IRS by stated deadlines in order to keep its active and exempt status.
Strict deadlines for annual reporting are put in place by the government for a nonprofit to continue to
qualify for tax exemption status. Documents include financial statements and reports that must meet
particular requirements. There will be an increase in accounting fees for these services.
REAP’s mission is to “Provide a strong voice for the region at the state and national levels, advance
greater economic prosperity through regional cooperation, and address issues that cross governmental
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boundaries.” In keeping with this mission, REAP members regularly advocate and lobby at the state and
federal level. If REAP incorporates as a non-profit, lobbying is still allowed within certain specified limits.
Knowing what constitutes lobbying under the law, and what the limits are, is the key to being able to
lobby legally and safely.
Federal law clearly states that a 501(c)(3) publicly supported charity may devote no more than an
"insubstantial" portion of its activities to lobbying. There are two ways in which this can be measured.
One is a subjective "substantiality test" based on the facts and circumstances of each case. Because this
test can be applied arbitrarily, it would be in the best interest of REAP to file a short form with the IRS in
order to be governed by the "expenditure test," which is based solely on the amount of money spent for
lobbying. Under the expenditure test, REAP can spend 20% of its expenditures on lobbying.
REAP may continue to conduct regional convenings (educational meetings), legislative lunches, prepare
and distribute educational materials, or otherwise consider public policy issues in an educational
manner without jeopardizing the tax-exempt status. More information on lobbying and advocacy can
be found on the attached report.
Recommended Action: Approve the expense to Foulston-Siefken, not to exceed $6,000, to incorporate
REAP as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit.
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What is Lobbying?
Generally speaking, the IRS defines lobbying as the attempt to influence the passage, defeat,
introduction or amendment of legislation, including bills introduced by a federal, state or local legislative
body, bond issues, referenda, constitutional amendments, and Senate confirmation votes on Executive
branch nominees. For charities that elect to be governed by the expenditure test by filing IRS Form 5768
(also known as taking the “501(h) election”), IRS regulations define two types of lobbying
communications: direct lobbying and grassroots lobbying.
Direct lobbying:
In general, any attempt to influence any legislation through communication with a legislator, an
employee of a legislative body or other government official, which:
(1) refers to specific legislation; and
(2) reflects a view on such legislation.
Grassroots lobbying:
Any attempt to influence any legislation through an attempt to affect the opinions of the
general public or any segment thereof. A grassroots lobbying communication is one which:
(1) refers to specific legislation;
(2) reflects a view on that legislation; and
(3) encourages the recipient to take action with respect to the legislation, either by
(a) directly urging the recipient to contact legislators or other government
officials in order to influence legislation;
(b) including the address, phone number or similar information about a
legislator or government official;
(c) providing a petition, postcard or other prepared message to send to a
legislator or government official in order to influence legislation; or
(d) identifying one or more legislators who will vote on the legislation as
opposing the organization's view; being undecided; being the recipient's
representative in the legislature; or being a member of the legislative
committee that will consider the legislation. Encouraging the recipient to take
action does not include naming the main sponsor(s) for the purposes of
identifying the legislation.
The IRS does allow for certain exceptions to the definitions of lobbying, such as nonpartisan analysis or
research, or "self-defense lobbying." In addition, the regulations allow a charity to count certain
communications as direct lobbying if they encourage the charity's members to take action.
Communications to influence the public’s vote on public questions, bond issues, referenda and the like
are also considered to be direct lobbying.
Charities are expressly prohibited from intervening in a political campaign of any candidate for public
office, and from engaging in partisan activity of any kind. In addition, charities may not use government
funds, such as government grants or contracts, to lobby, including the use of federal funds to lobby for
federal grants or contracts.
Any activity that does not meet the above criteria is regarded as advocacy, which charities may conduct
without limit. The IRS does not view attempts to influence administrative rules, regulations or other
executive branch actions as lobbying. Be advised, however, that if REAP engages in these activities,
whether at the federal or state level, it may be subject to other federal and/or state registration and
reporting requirements.
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Some Examples of Advocacy and Lobbying (IRS Definitions):
It’s easy for an organization that is trying to comply with the law to become confused about whether its
activities are direct lobbying, grassroots lobbying or advocacy. The IRS has provided some examples of
each in order to provide additional clarity with respect to its lobbying regulations of public charities. The
following examples are abbreviated versions of those issued by the IRS.
Advocacy
1. Organization M writes to its Congresswoman requesting that she contact an administrative
agency regarding a proposed regulation. The communication to the Congresswoman is not
lobbying because administrative rules are not “legislation” as defined in and limited by the IRS
lobbying regulations.
2. Organization Z prepares a paper on a particular state’s environmental problems. The paper does
not reflect a view on any specific pending legislation nor on any specific legislative proposal
which Z supports or opposes. Z’s paper is not a lobbying communication, even if it is sent to a
legislator.
3. Organization B researches, prepares and prints a code of standards booklet of minimum safety
requirements for electrical wiring. B sells the booklet to the public and it is widely used by
professionals in the installation of electrical wiring. Occasionally, B lobbies state legislators for
passage of the code of standards for safety reasons. Because the primary purpose of creating
the code was to promote public safety and the standards were specifically used in a profession
for that purpose, separate from any legislative requirement, the research, preparation, printing
and public distribution of the code of standards are not lobbying expenditures. Costs, such as
transportation, photocopying, and other similar expenses, incurred in lobbying state legislators
in support of the code are expenditures for direct lobbying communications.
4. Organization R’s monthly newsletter contains an editorial column that refers to and reflects a
view on specific pending bills, but does not encourage readers to take action with respect to
these bills. R sends the newsletter to 10,000 nonmember subscribers, including Senator Doe.
The editorial column in the newsletter sent to Senator Doe is not a direct lobbying
communication because the newsletter is sent to Senator Doe in her capacity as a subscriber
rather than her capacity as a legislator.
5. A pamphlet distributed by organization L discusses the dangers of drugs and encourages the
public to send their legislators a coupon printed with the statement, “I support a drug-free
America.” The term “drug-free America” is not widely identified with any of the many specific
legislative bills regarding drug issues. The pamphlet does not refer to any of these bills, nor does
the organization support or oppose a specific legislative proposal. The pamphlet is not a
grassroots lobbying communication.
6. In each edition of its newsletter, Organization E, an environmental organization, routinely
summarizes and reports on the status of environment-related bills pending in Congress. The
newsletter identifies each bill by a bill number and the sponsor’s name. Although the summaries
and status reports refer to, and often reflect a view on, specific legislation, they do not
encourage readers to take action with respect to any of the bills. The summaries and status
reports are not grassroots lobbying communications.
Lobbying
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1. A pamphlet distributed by organization Y states that the “President’s plan for a drug-free
America” should be passed, and encourages readers to “write or call your senators and
representatives and tell them to vote for the President’s plan.” No legislative proposal formally
bears the name “President’s plan for a drug-free America,” but that and similar terms have been
widely used in connection with specific legislation pending in Congress which was initially
proposed by the President. Thus, the pamphlet refers to, and reflects a view on, and encourages
readers to take action with respect to specific legislation. The pamphlet is a grassroots lobbying
communication.
2. Assume the same facts as above except that the pamphlet encourages readers to “write the
President to urge him to make the bill a top legislative priority” rather than encouraging readers
to communicate with members of Congress. The pamphlet is a grassroots lobbying
communication.
3. Assume the same facts as above, except that the pamphlet does not encourage the public to
write or call legislators or the President, but does list the members of the committee that will
consider the bill. The pamphlet is a grassroots lobbying communication.
4. The President nominates X for a position in the President’s cabinet. Organization Y opposes this
nomination and sends a general mailing requesting recipients to write to four Senators on the
Senate Committee that will consider the nomination. The mailing is a grassroots lobbying
communication.
5. T Organization places an advertisement that specifically identifies and opposes a bill that T
asserts would harm the farm economy. The ad is not a mass media communication described in
the special rules for certain mass media advertisements, but it does state that Senator Y favors
the bill. Because it refers to and reflects a view on specific legislation, and also encourages the
readers to take action by specifically identifying a legislator who opposes T’s views on the bill,
the advertisement is a grassroots lobbying communication.
6. Assume the same facts as above except that instead of identifying Senator Y by name, the
advertisement identifies the “junior Senator from State Z” as favoring the legislation. The
advertisement is a grassroots lobbying communication.
Prohibited Activities
Charities are expressly prohibited from intervening in a political campaign of any candidate for public
office, and from engaging in partisan activity of any kind. In addition, charities may not use government
funds, such as government grants or contracts, to lobby, including the use of federal funds to lobby for
federal grants or contracts.
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Serving Employers and Job Seekers in
Butler, Cowley, Harper, Kingman, Sedgwick & Sumner Counties

Workforce Alliance of South Central Kansas
Employment/Workforce Economic Impact Update
6-1-2020
Beginning in January of 2020, the Wichita region started to experience a significant economic
impact due to the pause on production by Boeing of the 737 Max. There are dozens of
companies in this area on the Boeing 737 Max supply chain, including Spirit AeroSystems,
the largest employer in the state of Kansas.
As the effect of the 737 Max was settling in, the crisis from COVID-19 started to hit the region
in March. Due to the mix of industry sectors, it is likely the spread of COVID-19 in the United
State and around the world will have a long lasting impact on the economy in South Central
Kansas.
This report is designed to capture the data related to layoffs from both the 737 Max and
COVID-19. It also tracks the activity of the Workforce Alliance (WA) in terms of Rapid
Response services to employers, job fairs, and job seeker assistance.
The report will be updated on a regular basis and shared with WA Board members, Workforce
Center partners and community stakeholders. If there are any questions, please contact Keith
Lawing (keith@workforce-ks.com), or Amanda Duncan (amandaduncan@workforceks.com).
1. Rapid Response for Layoffs/Furloughs
o 737 Related
 52 layoffs from Leading Technology Composites
 39 layoff from Harlow Aerostructures
o COVID Related
 57 layoffs from USD 259
 417 WARN Notice from Kansas Star Casino, not included in chart yet as
impact dates expected in June/July
Layoff/Furlough Totals
12/1/2019 – Present
Industry
Reason
Companies
Aviation Manufacturing
737 Production
17
Non-Aviation Manufacturing
737 Production
5
Service/Retail (pre-COVID-19)
Economic
4
Healthcare
Economic
1
All Industries
COVID-19
889
Total
911

Individuals
6,779
934
184
91
41,975
49,029

2. Unemployment
For the week of May 23, 2020: 12,235 new unemployment insurance claims were
received and there were 105,094 ongoing claims. 92,171 individuals received
payments, averaging $332.59 in state benefits. This is the third consecutive week of
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decreased claims. Additionally, approximately $320 million of Federal Pandemic
Unemployment Payments have been issues in the month of May. The full report is
available online at: https://klic.dol.ks.gov/gsipub/index.asp?docid=756
3. Job Fairs and Workshops
o In person events are cancelled. Multiple essential employers are hiring with jobs
posted at:
 https://workforce-ks.com/jobseekers/immediate-openings/
 https://www.kansascommerce.gov/covid-19-response/covid-19-jobs-andhiring-portal/
o The first ever Statewide Virtual Job Fair was conducted on May 27th and 28th.
The event itself was smaller in size as it was a pilot event. Features of the event
included individual virtual booths and public or private chat options with
employers during designated times. Jobseekers also had the ability to upload
their resumes to showcase to employers during their chats. The event included
five businesses from our local area including Starkey, Foley Industries,
Workforce Centers of South Central Kansas, Alltite, Inc., and Sedgwick County.
The fair saw over 1,650 users for the event with 25% of participants being from
Local Area IV.
4. Workforce Services –
o 2000+ Unemployed workers have received Career Services
 389 dislocated workers have requested upskill/reskill training scholarships
from the Workforce Center
 282 participants have been enrolled by the WA at multiple schools
 WA has obligated $623,239.34 for dislocated worker training. $197,881.84
has been paid to multiple schools for dislocated worker training.
5. Funding update
o No new TAA petitions approved.
o TAA Enrollment Meetings have been postponed due to Covid-19, new date has
not been set.
o Dislocated Worker Layoff Recovery Grant
 $1.9 Million National Dislocated Worker Grant was awarded on 5/8/2020.
Funds are available for the time period 1/1/20-12/31/2021.
o Federal Economic Recovery Funding
 The CARES Act allocated $360 million to the United Stated Department of
Labor for employment and training programs. As of now, it is not clear how
or when the funds will be available to Local Workforce Development Boards.
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Item: REAP Appointment to Wichita Airport Advisory Board
Background: Randy Frazer, former City Administrator for the City of Moundridge, was serving as the
REAP representative on the Wichita Airport Advisory Board. Mr. Frazer has left his position with the City
of Moundridge and is no longer serving on the board. The REAP Executive Committee needs to appoint a
new representative to fulfill the remaining tw0-year term, which will expire March 31, 2022.
The purpose of the Wichita Airport Advisory Board is to provide advice and recommendations to the
Wichita City Council and City Manager on matters of policy and strategic long-term development issues
affecting the municipally-owned and operated airports. The Board serves in an advisory capacity.
The board meets the first Monday of each month at 3:00 p.m. at the Airport Administration Office (2173
Air Cargo Rd.).
Recommended Action: Appoint new REAP member to represent REAP on the Wichita Airport
Advisory Board.
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